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      Elementary Properties of Infinitely Divisible

       Probability Distributions for τT-Semigroups

                           Koichiro TAZAWA

   S 1. IntroduetioR.

   Let T be a binary operation on [O, 1] and A" be a class of probability dlstributions.

For aRy JF; G ln A" and for any real x, Moynihan [2] defined

             TT(E G)=sup{T(F(u), G(v));u-t-v=x} (l. 1)
and obtained a commutative semigroup (A', TT), called the TT- semigroup. Moynihan

[4], [5] defined the conjugate transform CTF and obtained the similar properties of

characteristic functions in Lukacs [1].

   As pointed ogt by Schweizer and Skiar in [6], several open problems on the

arithmetic for TT-semigroups are left. One of the interesting problems is a characteriza-

tion of the class of infinitely divisible elements in (A', TT).

   In this paper we study two elementary properties for this class (Theorem3. I and

Theorein 3. 2). These are well-known for the semigroup (A', *), the semigroup of

probability distributions under the convolution * . But (A', TT) is not isomorphic to (A',

* ) (Moynihan [3] Theorem 1. 5). Furthermore, TT is not derivable from any function on

random variables ([6] pl13 Theorem 7. 6. 5). '

   Therefore our results are not trivial ones.

   S2. TT-Semigreups. .
DefinitioR 2. 1. A t-norm is any two-place function T : [O, 1]-[O, 1] satisfyiRg

     (a) T(a, 1)=a

     (b) T(c. d)kT(a, b) for c:a, dkb

     (c) T(a, b)= T(b, a)

     (d) T(T(a, b), c) =T(a, T(b, c)).

   A t-norm T is strict if T is continuous on [O, 1] × [e, i] and strictly increasing in

each place on [O, 1] × [O, 1].

   A strict t-norm has the following represeRtation ([6] p68 Theorem 5. 5. 5. and

Theorem 5. 5. 7).

Theorem 2. 1. (1) A t-norm T is stn'ct ij and only of it admits the ropresentation

           T(x, y)=le-'(k(x) le(y)) for all x,y in [O, 1] (2. 1)

where k is a continuoz{s and strictly increczsing function from [e, 1] onto [O, 1], so that
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k(O)=O and h(1) :1.

(We say that fe (･) is the multiplicative generator of T.)

(2) if ki and k2 are multiplicative generetors of a strict t-norm T then there is an r > O

 sblch that

               k2(x)=(fei(x))r for allx in [O, 1] C2. 2)
Examples.

1. T(x, y) = ay is a strict t-norm with the multiplicative generator k(x)= x.

2
.

            7rb(., y)=(foMax (x"+yP-i, O))i'P ;ig (2. 3)

   71b is a strict t-norm if and only if P $ O, and has the multiplicative generator

                k. (.) =(:xp{(xP-1)/P} ;:g (2. 4)

Definition 2. 2. A' = {F : R -> [e, 1] ; F is left-cotinuous nondecreasing and F(e) == O}.

   For .IF; G iR A', x in R and for a strict t-norm T,

   TT(jF) G)(x) is defined by (1. 1). Then we have ([2])

Theorem 2. 2. (1) (A', TT) is a commutatiore semtlgrtromp, that is

     (a) TT(JF) G) is in A' for any ,F; G in A".

     (b) TT(E eo) = E where eo(x)=1 for x>O and :Ofor xg- O.

     (c) i. (l; G) = T.(G, F).

     (d) T,(T.(F; G), ll) =T.(F, T,(G, H)).

(2) .4f zve introduce the modifed Le'zty metric L in A', then (A', TT, L) is a topolagical

  semigromp, where

     L(E G) = inj {6 ; F(x) S G(x + 6) + 6,

              G(x) : F(x + 6) + 6, O < x < 1/6}.

   Following [2j, we say that (A", TT) is the TT-semigromp. In [4], [5] Moynihan

introduced the coniugate tranfpt)rm iR (A', TT), which plays the similar role as the

characteristic function iR usual probability theory.

De£inition 2. 3. Let T be a strict t-norm and fe(e) be the multiplicative generator of T.

For any F in A' and for z mww> O the conjugate transform of T is defined by

                CT F(z) :sup{e-XZ feF(x);xkO} (2. 5)
   where kF(x) =k(F(x)) for x>O and :O for x$O.

DefiRition 2. 4. For any strict t-norra T

(i) Let AT :{45: [O, oo]-->[O, 1]; ip is positive, non-increasing, log-convex and contin-

uous} U {a.}, where a,.(2)=O for all 2ke.

(ii) For any q5 in AT
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               CT"･ di (x)=k'i(inf {eXfl di (2) ;zle}). (2. 6)

(iii) For F in A", bF =sup{x ; F(x) =e}.

   The following fundamental properties of conjugate transforms are in Moynihan [4],

   [5].

Theorem 2. 3. (i) CT(TT(]F; G))(z) == CTF(z) ･ CTG(z).

(2) A.mu{C.F;FGiA+}.

(3) Cr: A'T-AT is a bijection with inverse CT", zvhere AT"={FEiiA' ; leF is log-

  concave} .

(4) CT"(CTF.CTG) == TT(a, GT), zvhere ]Ev and GT are the lag-concave envelope of F

  and G respectively.

(5) Let {G.} be a sequence in A", which coverges weakly to some G in A' then

  CT G. (z) converges to CT G(2) for any 2>O.

(6) Let {ip.} be a seqzcence in ATX{6L} and lim di.(z) : ip(2) for a?ay zZO and of
                                      ll-co
  di (2) is cotinuozts at O then there exists aF in A'X{e.} such that di(2)= CrF(z)for

  any 2lO.

   (6) is an analogy of the Levy's continuity theorem for chracteristic functions.

BefiRitioR 2. 5. F in A" is injnitely divisible under TT if for any positive integer n there

exists a G in A' such that

   G"= F, where G" is recursively defined by Gi= G G" : TT(Gn-j, G) for nl2.

   Let 8T={FE!iA'; leF is log-concave oR (bF, oo)}, then following result is iR

Moynihan [5] Theorem 4. 2.

Theorem 2. 4. Eveiy F in 8TX{e.} is iwinitely divisible under TT.

   g 3. Main results.

Theorem 3. 1. Let T be a strict t-norm. Then the TT-Product of afinite number of

i7dinitely divisible P7'obability distrz'butions in A' is iwfinitely divisible under TT.

Proef It is sufficient to prove the theorem for the case of two factors. Suppose that E

G in A' are infinitely divisible under Tr. Then there exist for any positive integer n two

probability distributions E, and G. in A' such that F == (,F;,)", G == (G.)", wkere (E,)n

and (G.)" are defined in Definition 2. 5.

   Set H = rT(E G) and Hi = TT(F}, G.). Then by Theorem 2. 3 (1) we have

     Cr ff'(2) = Cr F(2) ' CT G(2)

             :(CT llli>,)"(2)(CT G.)"(2)

             : (C. H;,)n(2) = (C. H),n) (z)

   Operatlng CT* on both sides, we have by Theorem 2. 3 (3), (4)

        if "" {(H;,).}n.
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   Since (H),)T is the

divisible uRder th.
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log-cocave envelope of Hh and so, it is in A", H is  infinitely

(Q. E. D.)

Theorem 3. 2. A distn'bution fotnction in A', which is the weak limit of a seqzaence of

injnitely divisible distribution functions in A' is infinitely divisible under th.

Proof. Let {Illt} be a sequence of infinitely divisible distribution functions in A" and

suppose that this seqence converges weakly to a probability distribution function F in

A', By Theore;n 2. 3 (5) we have

             (CT F)(z) == lim(CT E,)(2) for aRy z>O. (3. 1)
                        k-ee
   Since {F},} is infinitely divisible, there exists for any positive integer n a sequence

 {iFlle,n} in A' such that n= (4,.)n.

   Then, by Theorem 2. 3 (1) we have

                    CT "Flle(z) == (CT I),,.)n(z) (3. 2)
   It follows from (3. 1) and (3. 2) that

     liM(CT llEEi,n)(2) == lim(Cr 4)i'"(z)

     k-.ee h-.oe
                  =limexp{(log CT a(2))/n}(z)
                    k-ee
                  =exp{log Cr F(z))/n}(z)

                  ={(G F)(2)}ifn, (2).

   If we define (CT F)(O) by lim (CT F)(z), then {(CT F)(2)}i'" is continuous at
                         ltO

2=O and by Theorem 2. 3 (6) there exists a G in A'×{e.} such that

                       (CT G)(z)={(C. F)(z)}i,n.

   Therefore we have

              (CT F)(z) :(CT G)(2))"=(C, Gn)(z) (3. 3)
   OperatiRg CT' on both sides, we have by Theorem 2. 3 (3), (4) that F = (G.)n and

since GT is iR A',Fis infiniteiy divisible under TT. (Q. E. D.)

Corollary of Theorem 3. 2. FEEA" is intnitely divisible under TT ijf and only of

(CT F)r (E AT for amp Positive z zehere

                     (CT F)r(z) = exp{r}og CT F(2)}.

Proof. Since the only part is trivial, we prove the if part. The general case is proved by

Theorem 3. 2, it is sufficient to prove in the case of r is a positive rational nurr}ber.

   If r : n/m then F" is infinitely divisible by Teorem 3. 1. Then there exists a G. iR

A' such that Fn =(G.)m.

   Therefere we have

   Fr -- jF"'M=(;,GA' and by Theorem 2. 3 (3), (CT F)r<Eff Ar. (Q. E D.)
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